Performance in almost any task (be it perceptual, cognitive, or motor) improves with long-term practice. For example, when a target must be selected among distractors, as in visual search tasks, practice may increase the salience of a target against distractors and/or facilitate direction of attention to a target through a variety of mechanisms, such as facilitation of relevant feature detectors, efficient selection of diagnostic target features, perceptual unitization of complex search items, utilization of specific memory traces from prior search, increasingly global deployment of attention, and/or efficient grouping or suppression of distractors (e.g., Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993 Ahissar, Laiwand, Kozminsky, & Hochstein, 1998; Czerwinski, Lightfoot, & Shiffrin, 1992; Hillstrom & Logan, 1998; Shiffrin & Lightfoot, 1997; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Sireteanu & Rettenbach, 2000; Treisman, Vieira, & Hays, 1992) . When target selection and identification are relatively trivial (e.g., identifying a target presented with no distractors by its position, color, or familiar name) and the task requires only simple stimulus-to-response (S-R) mappings (e.g., only one target stimulus is mapped to each response finger), practice effects may be primarily due to a strengthening of the few S-R connections that are used consistently and repeatedly (e.g., Kirby, 1980; Welford, 1980) . When a task requires formations of complex S-R mappings, such as when an arbitrary, uncategorizable set of target symbols are mapped to each response finger, practice effects may be mediated primarily by developing or choosing an increasingly efficient cognitive strategy (e.g., attending to a more relevant set of visual features) and/or by forming increasingly task-optimized categorical representations (e.g., Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Pashler & Baylis, 1991a , Experiments 2 and 3). In addition to improvements in processing strategies, representations, and/or S-R mappings, practice effects may also be mediated by the storing of each instance of making a particular S-R (or stimulus-interpretation-to-response) connection and the utilization of the stored information in future trials, thus bypassing relatively inefficient general purpose S-R processing algorithms (e.g., Logan, 1988 Logan, , 1990 Treisman et al., 1992) . Finally, when a task requires fine image processing, such as discriminations among very similar patterns and detection or identification of stimuli under degraded conditions (e.g., low contrast, brief presentation, added noise, and masking), practice effects seem to be mediated primarily by modifications of specific perceptual mechanisms that selectively process the relevant visual features (e.g., Ball & Sekuler, 1982; Fahle, 1994; Fiorentini & Berardi, 1980; Polat & Sagi, 1994) . Even this brief survey indicates that practice optimizes a variety of processing stages, including stimulus selection, feature detection, identification, classification, and S-R mapping.
In addition to long-term incremental facilitation of performance, performing a particular S-R trial can pro-Sequential priming is not constrained by the shape of long-term learning curves SATORU SUZUKI and BRIAN A. GOOLSBY Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
When multiple stimulus-to-response (S-R) mappings are randomly intermixed and repeated in a block of trials, immediate repetitions of an aspect of a stimulus and/or a response can facilitate stimulus detection, classification, and/or response selection-known as sequential priming. In addition to these short-term effects, response times (RTs) for almost any task diminish with extended practice; improvements can occur over many days, and RT learning curves typically assume exponential or power functions. We investigated whether short-term sequential priming and long-term practice modulate RT through a common mechanism, using a variant of the additive factors method. We tracked how various priming effects, presumably affecting different processing stages (e.g., stimulus selection, stimulus identification/classification, and S-R mapping), varied over training sessions as RT diminished. All the priming effects either were not reduced or reduced approximately linearly at rates much slower than those predicted by the shapes of the corresponding RT learning curves. The overall results suggest that short-term sequential priming and long-term practice modulate RT through relatively separate mechanisms, even though they appear to affect a common set of behaviorally defined processing stages.
duce a short-lasting priming effect on subsequent trials. In general, when a given S-R trial is immediately preceded by an identical S-R trial, response time (RT) is substantially reduced relative to when it is immediately preceded by a different S-R trial (first-order priming effects). These automatic sequential priming effects are evident when S-R mappings are suff iciently complex (e.g., arbitrary mapping, such as shape-to-finger mapping, rather than compatible mapping, such as left-positionto-left-finger and right-position-to-right-finger mapping) and when response-to-stimulus intervals (RSIs) are sufficiently short; when S-R mappings are simple and RSIs are relatively long, expectancy effects may also influence RT (see Kirby, 1976 Kirby, , 1980 Soetens, 1998; Soetens, Boer, & Hueting, 1985; , for details about how automatic priming and expectancy influence RT in serial choice RT tasks). Here, we focus on automatic sequential priming effects (potential contributions of expectancy in our tasks will be discussed later, in the Results section).
Sequential priming is evident when different S-R trials are randomly intermixed and repeatedly presented in a block of trials. Since each S-R trial is frequently repeated, episodic memory and long-term cumulative effects are expected to contribute minimally to sequential priming effects; on any given trial, an observer would have encountered each type of S-R trial numerous times in the recent past. Sequential priming is thus considered to reflect a short-lasting automatic potentiation of perceptualresponse pathways (or channels) that have just been used in a recent trial, automatic inhibition of competing pathways, or both (e.g., Vervaeck & Boer, 1980) . Sequential priming effects have been demonstrated in visual search tasks (e.g., Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001; Hillstrom, 2000; , 2000 Rabbitt, Cumming, & Vyas, 1979) , as well as in more traditional stimulus classification tasks (e.g., Campbell & Proctor, 1993; Pashler & Baylis, 1991b; Soetens, 1998; see Kirby, 1980, and Kornblum, 1973 , for early reviews).
Although there have been numerous studies of longterm practice effects and sequential priming effects on RT, there have been few studies of the potential relationship between them. For example, it is possible that effects of long-term practice result from a temporal accumulation of small residual priming effects, assuming that priming has a decay function with a long tail (e.g., Campbell & Proctor, 1993; Pashler & Baylis, 1991b) . Alternatively, long-term practice and sequential priming might modulate different processing stages or operate through separate mechanisms. By comparing how longterm practice and first-order sequential priming transferred from one condition to another (see the General Discussion section for details), Baylis (1991a, 1991b) and Campbell and Proctor (1993) suggested that long-term practice and sequential priming both facilitated a relatively high-level stimulus-category-to-response mapping, whereas sequential priming additionally facilitated a relatively low-level S-R mapping (e.g., Pashler & Baylis, 1991b) .
In the present study, we examined whether or not longterm practice and sequential priming operated through a common mechanism. Even if practice and priming affected the same set of behaviorally defined processing stages, they might influence those stages through separate mechanisms. A well-known method for assessing whether two factors have separate (noninteractive) influences on behavior is to assess whether the effects of the two factors are additive (additive factors methods; e.g., Sternberg, 1969) . In the simplest case, if practice effects and sequential priming effects are numerically additive, the amount of priming should remain constant over practice sessions; in other words, short-term RT reductions due to repetitions of stimuli, responses, or both (relative to nonrepeated cases) should remain constant regardless of the changes in overall RT due to practice. Such a result would suggest that long-term practice and sequential priming have noninteractive influences on RT, likely through parallel mechanisms.
Previous studies have demonstrated that sequential priming for simple S-R tasks (e.g., press left key for left target and right key for right target) decreased with extended practice (e.g., Kirby, 1980; Soetens et al., 1985; Vervaeck & Boer, 1980) . However, in these studies, it was not examined in detail how reductions in priming were related to decreases in overall RT. Even if priming is reduced over practice sessions, this does not necessarily imply that practice and priming influence RT through a common mechanism. We will argue that if practice and priming do operate through a common mechanism, practice-induced changes in priming should be closely related to the shape of the corresponding RT learning curve.
Practice-induced improvements are usually initially rapid, but the gain gradually diminishes over time until performance reaches an asymptote. For a variety of tasks, learning curves (performance improvements as a function of the amount of practice) can be well fit by power functions of the form [RT or Error] = a + b(X+c) 2d or by exponential functions of the form [RT or Error] = f + g ? e 2aX , where X indicates the amount of practice (typically the number of practice sessions) and a, b, c, d, f, g, and a are positive constants; a and f represent asymptotic RTs (or errors), b and g represent the overall RT (or error) reduction through practice, c represents the degree of prior practice, and d (d/[X+c] , to be exact) and a represent rates of improvement (in terms of proportions by which RT approaches asymptotes). Which of the two mathematical forms represents learning curves more accurately is currently being debated (e.g., Heathcote, Brown, & Mewhort, 2000; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) .
Nevertheless, regardless of their exact mathematical forms, RT learning curves demonstrate examples of the law of diminishing returns. A given amount of practice input (e.g., performing a block of practice trials) initially produces a large reduction in RT, but the same amount of practice input produces a smaller reduction in RT as learning progresses. In other words, practice effects operate through a mechanism that scales each practice input by the diminishing rate of learning-that is, by the first derivative of the RT learning curve, dY learn /dX. If sequential priming also affected RT through the same mechanism, each priming input (e.g., a prior presentation of the current stimulus in the immediately preceding trial) should also be scaled by dY learn /dX when priming is measured as changes in RT. Thus, if long-term practice and sequential priming facilitated a common processing stage through the same mechanism, priming effects should be scaled by dY learn /dX over practice sessions, just as practice effects are. In other words, priming should decrease over practice sessions, and the decrease should be well fit by C?[dY learn /dX ], where C is the fitting parameter that discounts the overall scale difference between practice and priming effects. As will be discussed below, however, this argument is complicated by the fact that a single RT learning curve is likely to reflect concurrent optimization of multiple underlying processing stages.
Intuitively, any simple S-R task requires at least the following three stages of processing: (1) stimulus selection (finding the stimulus to be processed), (2) stimulus identification and categorization, and (3) response selection; note that these stages may or may not be executed sequentially. It is reasonable to assume that the observed learning curve represents a linear combination of the component learning curves that represent practice effects on these and other processing stages (possibilities of nonlinear contributions will be considered in the General Discussion section). Then, it is straightforward to show that the observed learning curve approaches its asymptote at a faster rate (in terms of proportions by which RT approaches asymptotes) than does the slowest component learning curve and at a slower rate than does the fastest component learning curve (see the Appendix We used tasks that allowed us to measure multiple priming effects, presumably affecting each of the three major processing stages mentioned above (stimulus selection, stimulus identification/categorization, and response selection). As observers underwent extended practice sessions, we monitored changes in priming effects, as well as reductions in overall RT (learning curves). The following outcomes were expected.
First, if practice predominantly optimized one processing stage (e.g., stimulus selection) through a mechanism that scaled inputs by dY learn /dX, the corresponding priming effect (e.g., priming for stimulus selection) should also be scaled by dY learn /dX, if practice and priming operated through the same mechanism. Similarly, if practice optimized all processing stages at an equal rate, all priming effects should be scaled by dY learn /dX.
Alternatively, if practice optimized all or some of the processing stages at different rates, component learning curves for some stages should have faster learning rates than does the overall learning curve, whereas component learning curves for other stages should have slower learning rates than does the overall learning curve (when learning rates are measured as proportions by which RT approaches asymptotes). Thus, so long as the measured priming effects reflected all of the stages affected by practice, some of the priming effects also should diminish faster than would be predicted by dY learn /dX, whereas other priming effects should diminish slower than would be predicted by dY learn /dX, if practice and priming operated through the same mechanism.
In contrast, if all the measured priming effects diminished slower than would be predicted by dY learn /dX (or did not diminish), we would have two possible interpretations. First, practice happened to primarily affect a processing stage untapped by any of the measured priming effects; if priming could be measured for that processing stage, it would diminish according to dY learn /dX over practice sessions. Second, practice and priming might operate through different mechanisms even if they affect common processing stages. For example, a given processing stage, such as stimulus selection, might be facilitated separately by a long-term mechanism and a shortterm mechanism. To decide between these two potential interpretations, it was important to use tasks that involved priming manipulations affecting multiple processing stages. Inclusion of the stimulus selection stage was particularly relevant because studies on visual search have shown that both long-term practice (e.g., Ahissar & Hochstein, 1993 Ahissar et al., 1998; Czerwinski et al., 1992; Hillstrom & Logan, 1998; Shiffrin & Lightfoot, 1997; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Sireteanu & Rettenbach, 2000; Treisman et al., 1992) and sequential priming (e.g., Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001; , 2000 facilitate stimulus selection and that priming of stimulus selection can be functionally dissociated from priming of stimulus identification/categorization and response selection (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) . We thus adopted the basic paradigm developed by Nakayama (1994, 2000 ; see also Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) , which allowed us to monitor stimulus selection priming, as well as priming related to stimulus identification and response.
In each display, three diamond shapes were presented. Each diamond had its right or left side cut off (chipped). Targets were defined by odd color, either a green diamond presented among red distractor diamonds or a red diamond presented among green distractor diamonds (Figure 1) . In each trial, an observer found the odd-colored diamond and reported which side of it was chipped, by pressing the left key when the left side was chipped and pressing the right key when the right side was chippedcalled the chip task. By using this paradigm, two types of sequential priming effects were measured: (1) color combination priming and (2) stimulus (or response) priming. The RT for a given trial was facilitated when the same color combination had been encountered in the previous trial. When the color combination was switched randomly between green-target-among-red-distractors and red-target-among-green-distractors across trials, the priming effect due to a single trial lasted through up to six trials; that is, we obtained significant benefits of having had the same color combination six trials back while colors changed randomly in the intervening trials. We previously had shown that this priming speeded target detection by facilitating the direction of attention to the odd-colored target (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001 ), demonstrating that color combination priming is a priming of stimulus selection. Although not as robust as the color combination (stimulus selection) priming, the RT for a given trial was also speeded when the same side of the target diamond had been chipped in a previous trial. Since both the side of chip and the response finger were repeated in this case, the facilitation could be due to shape repetition, response repetition, or both.
In the present study, we also added two new variants of this task. To widen the potential generality of the results, we introduced two levels of task difficulty and measured a larger variety of priming effects. The stimuli themselves were identical to those described above. In the easy task, observers reported whether the odd-colored target was in the left or the right visual hemifield (the hemifield task). This task was considerably easier than the high-acuity task of determining which side of the target diamond was chipped. For the hemifield task, we measured priming effects that were due to repetitions of color combination and those that were due to repetitions of the hemifield in which the target was presented (confounded with response repetition).
In the difficult task, a more complex S-R mapping was used. An observer reported whether the side of chip and the visual hemifield location of the target matched (i.e., a left-side-chipped target presented in the left visual hemifield or a right-side-chipped target presented in the right visual hemifield) or not. We called this task the hemifield-chip task. This task enabled us to monitor multiple priming effects: those due to repetitions of color combination, repetitions of hemifield location, repetitions of target shape (i.e., repetitions of the side of chip), and repetitions of response (unconfounded by other factors).
We were thus able to measure priming that affected (1) stimulus selection (color combination priming in all three tasks), (2) stimulus property identif ication/ classification (hemifield priming and side-of-chip priming in the hemifield-chip task), and (3) S-R mapping or response selection (side-of-chip/response priming in the chip task, hemifield/response priming in the hemifield task, and response priming in the hemifield-chip task). We measured individual contributions of these priming effects by varying color combination, hemifield location, side of chip, and/or response finger randomly from trial to trial.
For our purposes, this paradigm provided some advantages over the more traditional information reduction paradigm (IRP; see Bertelson, 1965 , Rabbitt, 1968 , and Smith, 1968 , for early references). In the IRP, the relative contributions of response repetition and stimulus repetition are assessed by assigning multiple stimuli to each response. Response repetition priming can be assessed by examining the effects of repeating or not repeating a response when the stimulus changes. Stimulus repetition priming (over and above response repetition priming) can be assessed by examining the effects of repeating or not repeating an identical stimulus when the response remains the same. One potential disadvantage of the IRP is that stimulus repetition is always confounded by response repetition-that is, a stimulus never repeats without also repeating a response. This potentially raises problems when the individual contributions of response priming and stimulus priming need to be assessed. Since stimulus priming is always measured above response priming, a large benefit from response priming could potentially reduce stimulus priming, due to floor effects. In the present paradigm, stimulus features and responses were varied randomly (except for the cases in which they were confounded). For example, a color combination was repeated equally often regardless of whether a response was repeated or not. A second advantage (as was stressed earlier) is that the present paradigm allowed us to monitor all of the potentially critical stages of performing an S-R task: stimulus selection, stimulus identification/ categorization, and response selection. In particular, none of the prior studies that examined effects of practice on sequential priming included priming of stimulus selection.
METHOD Overview
Observers performed a block of 200 trials (per task) in each practice session. Practice sessions continued for days (up to months) in order to obtain well-defined learning curves. The goal was to compare practice-induced changes in various priming effects with the shape of the RT learning curve. In particular, we examined whether any of the priming effects diminished in proportion to the first derivative of the learning curve, dY learn /dX.
Because it is a matter of debate as to whether power functions or exponential functions more appropriately represent learning curves (e.g., Heathcote et al., 2000; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981) , we used both functions to fit the learning curves-Y(X ) = a + b(X + c) 2d (power) and Y(X ) = f + g?e 2aX (exponential). Both functions fit our data well and produced indistinguishable results; however, note that, for our purposes, the exact mathematical form is irrelevant so long as the functions provide appropriate fits to the learning curves. The first derivatives took the forms C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) (power) and C?e 2a 0 X (exponential), where c 0 , d 0 , and a 0 were determined by fitting the RT learning curves. Because the relative strengths of practice and priming effects were unknown, the scaling factor C was used as the fitting parameter to fit changes in priming effects over practice sessions. To reiterate the predictions in more quantitative terms, we expected the following outcomes.
First, if practice predominantly optimized one processing stage through a mechanism that scaled inputs by dY learn /dX, the corresponding priming effect should be well fit by C?[dY learn /dX]-that is, by C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) and C?e 2a 0 X -if practice and priming operated through the same mechanism. Similarly, if practice optimized all processing stages at an equal rate, all priming effects should be well fit by C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) and C?e 2a 0 X .
Alternatively, if practice optimized all or some of the processing stages at different rates, component learning curves for some stages should have ds and as equal to or greater than d 0 and a 0 (obtained for the observed RT learning curve), whereas component learning curves for other processing stages should have ds and as equal to or smaller than d 0 and a 0 (see the Appendix). Note that the relevant learning rates beyond scaling factors (i.e., proportional learning rates, as defined in the Appendix) are represented by d and a for power and exponential functions, respectively. Thus, so long as the measured priming effects spanned all of the stages affected by practice, some of the priming effects should diminish more quickly than C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) and C?e 2a 0 X and, thus, be better fit with (d+1) and a larger than (d 0 +1) and a 0 , whereas other priming effects should diminish more slowly than C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) and C?e 2a 0 X and, thus, be better fit with (d+1) and a smaller than (d 0 +1) and a 0 , if practice and priming operated through the same mechanism.
If all the measured priming effects diminished more slowly than C?(X + c 0 ) 2(d 0 +1) and C?e 2a 0 X , we would have two possible interpretations. First, practice could have primarily affected a processing stage untapped by any of the measured priming effects. This interpretation, however, would be unlikely, because we monitored multiple priming effects spanning the three major processing stages required for performing any typical S-R task-stimulus selection, stimulus identification/ categorization, and response selectionwhich are also known to be facilitated by long-term practice (see the introduction). Thus, a more likely interpretation would be that practice and priming may affect common processing stages but that they operate through different mechanisms; that is, practice, but not priming, operates through a mechanism that scales inputs by dY learn /dX.
Observers
Three observers-K.O. (a naive and novice observer), S.S. (one of the authors), and Y.S. (a naive observer with experience as a participant in psychophysical tasks)-were trained extensively in the hemifield task and the hemifield -chip task. We also analyzed data from 8 observers (naive observers with mixed degrees of experience in perceptual tasks) who performed multiple sessions of the chip task; some aspects of their data had previously been reported in Goolsby and Suzuki (2001) . All the observers were tested individually in a dimly lit room.
Apparatus
The stimuli were displayed on a 17-in. color monitor (75 Hz), and all the experiments were controlled with an Apple PowerPC 8600 (300 MHz) computer using the Vision Shell software (micro ML, Inc.).
Stimuli
The standard display consisted of three diamond shapes arranged on an invisible ellipse 1 centered at the fixation marker ( Figure 1A ). The horizontal axis of the ellipse subtended 10.1º of visual angle, and the vertical axis subtended 8.2º. The diamond shapes could be presented at any of the twelve possible locations along the circumference of this invisible ellipse (at 0º, 30º, 60º, 90º, 120º, . . . , 300º, and 330º locations beginning at due north), with the constraint that the three diamonds were approximately equidistant from one anotherthat is, separated from one another by four location steps (or by 120º rotation). Each diamond subtended 1.3º 3 1.3º visual angle and had its left or right side "chipped," with the depth of chip subtending 0.22º. The side of the chip for each diamond was randomly determined in each trial.
In each stimulus display, one of the three diamonds had a different color than the other two diamonds-a red diamond among two green diamonds or a green diamond among two red diamonds. The color (red or green) of the odd-colored target diamond was determined randomly for each trial. The location of the target was also determined randomly for each trial, but the locations directly above and below the fixation marker were excluded from the hemifield task and the hemifield -chip task, because these locations could not be classified as belonging to the left or the right visual field. The red, CIE [.629, .346] , and the green CIE[.299, .598], used were set to be approximately equiluminant. The red had a fixed luminance of 5.0 cd /m 2 ; the luminance for the green was determined for each observer, using flicker photometry at a frequency of 20 Hz. The stimuli were presented against a dark background (all color guns of the monitor turned off ).
The fixation marker, presented at the center of the screen, was a small achromatic open circle (39 cd /m 2 , CIE [.262, .282 ], diameter = 0.26), drawn with a 1-pixel-thick line (each pixel subtending 0.043º). The fixation marker remained on throughout each trial. The observers were seated in a hard-backed chair at 50 cm from the screen. Although head position was not fixed with a chinrest, the observers measured and adjusted their viewing distance before the start of each block of 200 trials.
Procedure
Each trial began with a blank fixation screen presented for an interval of 2-2.5 sec, followed by a stimulus display (color-singleton display) which consisted of the three diamond shapes, one of which was oddly colored. The odd-colored item was the target item for which the observers made a response. The stimulus display remained on until a response had been made. As was mentioned above, there were three tasks: the hemifield task, the hemifield-chip task, and the chip task.
In the hemifield task, the observers reported the visual hemifield (left or right) in which the target item was presented. When the target item was presented in the left visual field, they pressed the "z" key (located on the lower left side of keyboard) with the left index finger, and when the target item was presented in the right visual field, they pressed the "/ " key (located on the lower right side of keyboard) with the right index finger.
In the hemifield -chip task, observers responded on the basis of whether or not the side of chip and the hemifield location of the target were compatible. They pressed the up-arrow key with the right index finger when the side of the chip and the hemifield location of the target were the same (i.e., a left-side-chipped target presented in the left visual field or a right-side-chipped target presented in the right visual field) and pressed the down-arrow key with the left index finger when the side of chip and the hemifield location of the target were opposite (i.e., a left-side-chipped target presented in the right visual field or a right-side-chipped target presented in the left visual field). The up-arrow key was located physically above the down-arrow key (i.e., located farther away from the observer than was the down-arrow key on the computer keyboard); this response key arrangement was used, instead of using keys located on the left and right sides of keyboard, in order to reduce the potential effect of the response keys' corresponding or not with the side of chip or the hemif ield location of the item (see, e.g., Simon & Wolf, 1963; Soetens, Deboeck, Hueting, & Merckx, 1984) .
In the chip task (data from Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) , the observers reported the side of chip of the target. When the left side of the target was chipped, they pressed the "z" key with the left index finger, and when the right side of the target was chipped, they pressed the "/" key with the right index finger. For reasons unrelated to the present goal, for half of the 8 observers, the target location was precued in half of the trials, and for the remaining 4 observers, a warning circle was flashed centrally prior to the stimulus display in half of the trials. The precued trials and the prewarned trials were removed from the analysis here (both as priming trials and as primed trials), although we found that the precued, the prewarned, and the noncued (regular) trials all produced nearly equivalent priming on subsequent noncued trials (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) .
The observers were instructed to respond as quickly as possible while preserving accuracy above 95%. The response time and response key were recorded on each trial. No feedback was given following incorrect responses. The observers were instructed to maintain eye fixation on the fixation marker prior to the presentation of each stimulus array. Eye movements to the target were allowed after the onset of the stimulus array, as in our previous study (Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) .
In each session (one session per day), the 3 observers (K.O., S.S., and Y.S.) performed a block (200 trials) of the hemifield task and a block of the hemifield -chip task. The order in which the two tasks were performed (hemifield task first or hemif ield -chip task first) was alternated across sessions. Observer K.O. participated in 28 sessions over 67 days; S.S. participated in 71 sessions over 124 days; Y.S. participated in 33 sessions over 42 days. Although the observers were encouraged to run their sessions on a daily basis, the intervals between sessions varied somewhat across observers, due to scheduling difficulties. Observer S.S. was run in about twice as many sessions, partly because his learning curves approached apparent asymptotes more gradually than did those for the other observers and partly because he was available to be tested in extended sessions. The 8 observers from Goolsby and Suzuki (2001) performed their first 12 blocks of the chip task (for which data are analyzed) over 3-13 days. The mean data (rather than individual observers' data) were analyzed in this case because fewer trials were available per block to compute priming effects (due to removal of precued and prewarned trials). All the observers initially received a block of 200 training trials (per task) before the practice sessions began.
RESULTS

Long-Term Practice Effects (RT Learning Curves)
We evaluated RTs only for correct responses. The error rates were low; mean error rates were 2.2% for the hemifield task, 3.7% for the hemifield -chip task, and 3.2% for the chip task. Median RT was computed for each practice session for each observer. Individual observers' data were analyzed separately for the hemifield task and the hemifield -chip task; mean data (N = 8) were analyzed for the chip task (Table 1) .
We note that, for simplicity, the plots shown in Figure 2 are all averaged across observers. This means that, for the hemifield task and the hemifield-chip task, the data from only the f irst 28 practice sessions are presented. Thus, for these tasks (Figures 2A-2H) , the plots are shown primarily to illustrate the general appearances of the learning curves (with exponential-function-based fits shown as an example) and the linear and learningcurve-based fits of the priming data. Tables 1-6 show the analyses of these fits and other effects, using data from all the sessions and using both power and exponential functions.
As is shown in Figure 2 (RT panels: A, D, and I), typical RT learning curves were obtained for all three tasks. As is shown in Table 1A , all the learning curves obtained were well fit by both power functions (explaining about 82%-97% of the variance) and exponential functions (explaining about 81%-97% of the variance).
Sequential Priming Effects
For each block of trials (per practice session per task), we computed various first-order priming effects on correct trials (where both the current trial and the preceding trial were correct). For example, the stimulus selection priming due to repetitions of the same color combination was computed by subtracting the median RT for all the trials for which the color combination (red target among green distractors or green target among red distractors) had been the same in the immediately preceding trial from the median RT for all trials for which the color combination had been different in the immediately preceding trial. Thus, a positive value indicates the amount by which RT was speeded when a color combination had been the same in the immediately preceding trial relative to when it was different. The color combination (stimulus selection) priming was evaluated for all three tasks ( Figures 2B, 2E , and 2J; Tables 2A, 3A , and 4A). Other priming effects were also evaluated similarly. For the hemifield task, we evaluated the hemifield/response priming (the effect of whether the visual hemifields in which the target was presented and the response finger were the same or different in the immediately preceding trial; Figure 2C ; Table 2B ). For the hemifield-chip task, we evaluated the hemifield priming (the effect of whether the visual hemifield in which the target was presented was the same or different in the immediately preceding trial; Figure 2F ; Table 3B), the shape (side-of-chip) priming (the effect of whether the side of chip of the target was the same or different in the immediately preceding trial; Figure 2G ; Table 3C ), and the response priming (the effect of whether the response finger was the same or different in the immediately preceding trial; Figure 2H ; Table 3D ). For the chip task, we evaluated the shape (side-of-chip)/response priming (the effect of whether the side of chip of the target and the response finger were the same or different in the immediately preceding trial; Figure 2K ; Table 4B ).
Overall priming (averaged across practice sessions) was computed for each priming effect (see under "Overall Priming" in Tables 2-4). The statistical significance was evaluated using practice session as the random effect for the hemifield task and the hemifield-chip task, for which the data were analyzed separately for individual observers. For the chip task, observer was used as the random effect. The color combination (stimulus selection) priming (range, 21-101 msec) was significant in all cases ( p < .05, two-tailed, indicated by asterisks; Tables 2A, 3A and 4A). The hemifield priming (range, 17-40 msec) and the response priming (range, 12-41 msec) for the hemifield -chip task were significant in all cases (Tables 3B and 3D). Other priming effects were unreliable when averaged across practice sessions (Tables 2B, 3C , and 4B). The question of why certain priming effects were unreliable is addressed later. and with the first derivatives of the corresponding RT learning curves (the latter fits are not shown unless the priming effects exhibited decreasing trends over practice sessions). Note that for the hemifield task and the hemifield-chip task, the fits were analyzed separately for individual observers, using their entire practice sessions as shown in Tables 1-3 , 5, and 6. Here, for simplicity, the observer-averaged data are shown only up to 28 sessions (for which data are available from all the observers).
The critical question we asked was how priming changed over practice sessions. We first performed a linear regression analysis on each priming effect (priming vs. practice session). If the effects of practice and priming on RT were numerically additive, priming should remain constant over practice sessions. In other words, the correlation coefficient, r, should not be significantly different from zero. A significant negative correlation would indicate that priming decreased over practice sessions, whereas a significant positive correlation would indicate that priming increased over practice sessions. For example, Figure 2B shows that the color combination (stimulus selection) priming for the hemifield task remained relatively constant but decreased slightly over practice sessions. The corresponding analyses shown in Table 2A (under "Linear Fit") indicate that the small decrease (at most, 0.8 msec per session; see under "Slope") was significant for K.O. and S.S. (asterisks), but not for Y.S.
The continuous curve shown in Figure 2B is the fit with C?[dY learn /dX] (C being the fitting parameter; least-squares fit, using Mathematica, Wolfram Research, Inc.)-that is, the fit with the first derivative of the learning curve shown in Figure 2A . Apparently, the fit is poor. To quantify how poorly C?[dY learn /dX] f it practice-induced changes in priming, we computed the ratio of the rootmean square error (RMSE) for the C?[dY learn /dX ] fit to the RMSE for the linear fit. If the two fits were equally good (or bad), the ratio should be 1. If the C?[dY learn /dX ] fit was worse than the linear fit (as is evident in Figure 2B) , the ratio should be greater than 1. As is shown under "Fit With C?[dY learn /dX ]" in Table 2A , the fits with C?[dY learn /dX ] were 2-3 times as bad as the linear fits for n/a n/a n/a n/a 2 0* 3.8 S.S.
2.212* 20.078 n/a n/a n/a n/a 26* 0.9 Y.S.
2.142* 20.132 n/a n/a n/a n/a 2 0* 1.5 *p < .05, two-tailed. 2.115* 20.186 n/a n/a n/a n/a 17* 2.7
C. Side-of-Chip Priming Over Sessions K.O. 2.087* 20.283 n/a n/a n/a n/a 0* 5.0 S.S.
2.087* 20.061 n/a n/a n/a n/a 2* 1.7 Y.S.
2.056* 20.094 n/a n/a n/a n/a 12* 0.2 D. Response Priming Over Sessions K.O. 2.248* 20.536 n/a n/a n/a n/a 41* 3.4 S.S. Figure 2B ). To quantify this relationship, we refit the decay of priming over practice sessions, using C?[dY learn /dX ], but this time we also varied the decay rate as an additional fitting parameter; since C?[dY learn /dX ] takes the forms of C?(X+c 0 ) 2D (power function) and C?e 2DX (exponential function), C and D were both varied as the fitting parameters. The fitted values of D represent the actual decay rates of priming. Since the corresponding decay rates predicted by the RT learning curves are d 0 +1 (power function) and a (exponential function), we computed the ratio of D to d 0 +1 for power-function-based fits and the ratio of D to a for exponential-function-based fits. If the actual decay rate of priming was equal to that predicted by C?[dY learn /dX], the ratio should be 1. If priming decayed more slowly than predicted (as is evident in Figure 2B ), the ratio should be between 0 and 1. As is shown under "Decay Rate" in Table 2A , the color combination (stimulus selection) priming for the hemifield task decayed at rates only 3%-22% of those predicted by C?[dY learn /dX] for the 3 observers.
The characteristics described above for the color combination (stimulus selection) priming for the hemifield task were obtained for all three tasks and for all priming effects (Tables 1-4; Figure 2 ). First, priming decayed rather slowly (or did not decay at all) over practice sessions. Linear decay of priming was significant in only 7 out of the 20 cases (see under "Linear Fit" in Tables 2-4), and even when significant, the decay was rather gradual (at most, 2.6 msec per session). Second, fits by C?[dY learn /dX] were always worse than linear fits. The ratios of RMSE of C?[dY learn /dX] fits to RMSE of linear fits were greater than 1 (1.1-3.8) Tables 2-4 ). We also note that the results were consistent when the data from the 8 observers in the chip task were examined separately; the color combination priming (overall, significant for each observer) diminished significantly over sessions for only 1 observer, but with the decay rate being much less than that predicted from her learning curve.
In summary, whereas long-term practice substantially speeded RT in all the tasks (following learning curves that are well characterized by power and exponential functions), none of the first-order priming effects decayed at the rates predicted by the first derivatives of the corresponding learning curves. Priming either decayed much more gradually than predicted or did not decay at all.
Because stimulus characteristics and response were varied randomly from trial to trial, first-order priming effects (effects of immediate repetitions) were averaged across randomized prior repetition patterns. Thus, so long as individual trials contributed linearly, potential higher order sequential effects were averaged out when we computed first-order priming effects. However, higher order sequential effects are often nonlinear, especially when RSIs are relatively long, as in the present study (2-2.5 sec). This phenomenon is commonly known as expectancy (Kirby, 1976 (Kirby, , 1980 Soetens, 1998; Soetens et al., 1985; .
Suppose that two stimuli (and two corresponding responses) are intermixed; we use R to indicate that the same stimulus/response was repeated in a pair of consecutive trials and A to indicate that the stimulus/response was changed (or alternated) in a pair of consecutive trials. Expectancy refers to the perceptual-cognitive system's tendency (under certain conditions) to become biased toward regular temporal patterns of repetitions and alternations. For example, following three consecutive repetitions in a row, RRR, another repetition, R, would be expected; following three alternations in a row, AAA, another alternation, A, would be expected. Thus, stimulus repetition, R, should result in faster RTs following RRR than following AAA; similarly, stimulus alternation, A, should result in faster RTs following AAA than following RRR. In general, if a particular prior repetitionalternation pattern biases expectancy more toward a repetition (reducing repetition RTs), it should bias expectancy more against an alternation (increasing alternation RTs), n/a n/a n/a n/a 3* 5.8 *p < .05, two-tailed.
and vice versa. Thus, a cost-benefit type of negative correlation should occur between stimulus/response repetition RTs and stimulus/response alternation RTs for the current trial, depending on the preceding patterns of repetition-alternation (e.g., Audley, 1973; Kirby, 1972; Soetens, 1998; Soetens et al., 1985; . Mathematically, the strength of expectancy effects (the negative slope of the regression line) can vary orthogonally to the strength of first-order priming effects (the center of gravity of the correlation pattern being shifted toward faster repetition RT and slower alternation RT). However, expectancy and firstorder priming might interact in the brain. If so, there is a remote possibility that first-order priming did decay as rapidly as predicted by the first derivative of the learning curves but that concurrent changes in expectancy almost exactly compensated for the decay.
To evaluate this possibility, we computed third-order expectancy effects-that is, we measured the effects of repetition-alternation patterns of the preceding 3 trials on the current repetition or alternation RT. This analysis was not performed for the chip task (our prior data) because the cued and prewarned trials had to be removed; too few trials were available to analyze higher order sequential effects. For observers K.O., S.S., and Y.S., we calculated expectancy effects (slopes of repetition-alternation functions) on correct trials (all 4 consecutive trials being correct) for each block of 200 trials and examined how they changed over practice sessions. If expectancy effects changed systematically, it is possible that they might have confounded the over-session changes in first-order priming effects. Alternatively, if expectancy effects did not change over practice sessions, we can rule out the possibility that changes in expectancy compensated for the actual reductions in first-order priming.
For each block of 200 trials, we pooled RTs for four pairs of repetition-alternation sequences: (RRR, RRA), (RAR, RAA), (ARR, ARA), and (AAR, AAA). Median RTs of these eight sequences (25 trials per sequence per block per observer, on average) were used to compute the correlation coefficient, r, and the slope of the regression line, A on R; slopes were computed using Brace's (1977) method of linear fit designed for cases in which both X and Y contain errors.
The overall repetition-alternation slopes were obtained by averaging across practice sessions. The standard error of the mean (SE ) and statistical significance (asterisks indicating p < .05, two-tailed) were computed using practice session as the random effect (see under "Overall Expectancy" in Tables 5 and 6 ); the slopes from individual practice sessions were weighted by r 2 in computing the means and SEs so that more reliable slopes received higher weights. Note that most slopes were negative (15 out of 18 cases in Tables 5 and 6), indicating that expectancy trends were indeed present in most cases (not surprising, because we used relatively long RSIs). Though a prior study using a two-choice IRP found expectancy effects only for response-related repetitions (not for stimulus repetitions; Soetens, 1998), we found some significant expectancy effects for color combination (stimulus selection) priming, as well as for response-related priming. This difference may be due to the different paradigms being used to dissociate stimulus and response priming (IRP vs. our paradigm), to inclusion of a stimulus selection stage in our tasks, and/or to color pop-out being salient (e.g., Kirby, 1980) and highly task relevant in our study. Further research is needed to evaluate these and other possibilities.
The primary goal of this analysis was to determine how expectancy effects changed over practice sessions. We thus regressed the repetition-alternation slope on practice session (individual slopes were again weighted by their goodness of fit, r 2 ). Significant correlation would indicate that expectancy changed systematically over practice sessions. As is shown in Tables 5 and 6 (under "Linear Regression of Expectancy on Practice Session"), the linear correlation (labeled R) was significant in only 1 (color combination priming in the hemifield task for Y.S.) out of the 18 cases shown in Tables 5 and 6 . To determine whether expectancy and first-order priming were directly related in this case (rather than being separately affected by practice), we examined their mutual correlation after variances explained by practice session were removed. The residual correlation (r 2 = .071) was not significant. We thus conclude that expectancy effects did not change over practice sessions, except for one case, but that even in that case, expectancy did not directly affect first-order priming.
Because expectancy effects (the major nonlinear contribution of higher order sequential effects) did not substantially change over practice sessions, we conclude that first-order priming effects indeed remained relatively constant over practice sessions (or decayed much more gradually than predicted by the first derivative of the learning curves).
Finally, we note that first-order response priming was negligible in the hemifield task and the chip task (Figures 2C and 2K ; Tables 2B and 4B ). This could be due to first-order alternation effects. It is known that when RSI is relatively long and S-R compatibility is high in a two-choice task (as in the hemifield and chip tasks), people tend to anticipate the response to change from trial to trial (gambler's fallacy; see e.g., Jarvik, 1951; Wagenaar, 1972) , reducing or even reversing first-order repetition effects (e.g., Entus & Bindra, 1970; Kirby, 1976; Soetens, 1998; Soetens et al., 1985; ; see also Goolsby & Suzuki, 2001) . Our results are consistent because when the S-R translation was made complex in the hemifield-chip task, robust first-order response priming was obtained ( Figure 2H ; Table 3D ). The fact that the hemifield/response priming and the side-of-chip/response priming had slightly increasing trends over practice sessions (Figures 2C and 2K; Tables 2B and 4B) might be due to the fact that firstorder alternation effects tend to gradually diminish with practice (e.g., Soetens et al., 1985) .
DISCUSSIO N
We investigated whether or not long-term practice and sequential priming modulated a common set of processing stages through the same mechanism. We examined how the magnitudes of various priming effects changed over practice sessions while overall RT diminished as exponential or power functions. All first-order priming effects remained relatively constant over practice sessions or diminished (approximately linearly) at much slower rates than would be predicted from the shape (first derivative) of the corresponding RT learning curves. Expectancy effects also remained relatively constant over practice sessions, ruling out the possibility that practice-induced changes in expectancy somehow compensated for rapid decays of firstorder priming through nonlinear interactions.
As was discussed in the introduction, the fact that all priming effects diminished substantially more slowly than predicted by dY learn /dX (if they did at all) suggests two possible interpretations. First, practice primarily affected a processing stage untapped by any of the priming effects measured. This interpretation is unlikely because the three tasks used allowed us to monitor priming effects on the critical processing stages of (1) stimulus selection (color combination priming in all tasks), (2) stimulus identification/categorization (hemifield and chip priming in the hemifield -chip task), and (3) response selection (hemifield/response priming in the hemifield task, chip/response priming in the chip task, and response priming in the hemifield-chip task). As was discussed earlier, all these processing stages are known to be influenced by both long-term practice and sequential priming. It is thus likely that both practice and priming facilitated largely overlapping sets of processing stages, but through separate mechanisms; mechanisms underlying practice effects scaled inputs by dY learn /dX, but mechanisms underlying priming effects did not.
One assumption we made in deriving these conclusions was that practice effects on component processing stages make linear contributions to observed RT learning curves. If the decay of each priming effect was scaled by the first derivative of the corresponding learning curve, the obtained slow decays of individual priming effects would imply slow learning rates for the corresponding component learning curves. As is shown in the Appendix, linear contributions from these slow component learning curves could not generate an overall RT learning curve whose learning rate is greater than those of the individual component learning curves. Contrary to this prediction, the observed learning curves had much greater learning rates than did those implied by any of the priming decay functions (note that the learning rates referred to here are those beyond constant scaling factors, represented by ds in power functions and as in exponential functions). We thus concluded, by reasoning by contradiction, that practice and priming modulated RT through separate mechanisms.
However, what if the component learning curves contributed nonlinearly? For example, multiplicative contributions from slow power/exponential learning curves could generate an overall learning curve whose learning rate is greater than those for the component learning curves because ds and as would add when power/exponential functions are multiplied. It is thus possible that practice and priming operated through the same slow-learning mechanism but that the component learning curves contributed multiplicatively to generate the observed steep learning curves. It is, however, difficult to postulate a simple mechanism in which RTs for the component processing stages contribute multiplicatively to the overall RT. For example, if the component processing stages were executed sequentially (e.g., stimulus selection ® stimulus identification/categorization ® response selection ® response), their contributions to the overall RT should be additive (e.g., Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Sternberg, 1969) . If any of the component stages were executed in parallel, the contributions should then be subadditive. In fact, most learning models that postulate contributions from component processing stages assume the contributions to be linear, whereas none assumes the contributions to be multiplicative (e.g., Kirsner & Speelman, 1996; Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981; Rickard, 1997; see Heathcote et al., 2000 , for a review). Thus, although we cannot rule out the possibility of multiplicative contributions, we tentatively conclude that this is an unlikely alternative. examined automatic sequential priming effects on a choice RT task using short RSIs and high S-R compatibility; observers pressed the left key (using the left hand) when "0" was presented to the left of a central vertical line and pressed the right key (using the right hand) when "0" was presented to the right of a central vertical line. In their Experiment 3, sequential priming effects (due to repetitions/ alternations of stimulus location/response) were monitored as observers practiced the task over 7,000 trials (1,000 trials per session). The average RT decreased clearly following a power/exponential function, whereas the firstorder priming diminished linearly or in a slightly accelerating manner (we obtained the learning curve and the first-order priming from Figure 5 of , demonstrating that first-order priming was not constrained by the shape of the RT learning curve. Hence, we extended Soetens, Deboeck, and Hueting's results, using three tasks that differed in the level of difficulty (RTs for the initial sessions ranging from 450 to 1,100 msec), using long RSIs (range, 2-2.5 sec), using simple and complex S-R mappings (in the hemifield and chip tasks and in the hemifield-chip task, respectively), and using priming that presumably affected different processing stages (e.g., stimulus selection, stimulus property identification, and response selection).
Relation to Other Studies
The present results also complement the previous studies that compared effects of long-term practice and f irst-order sequential priming, using a transfer paradigm. In a transfer paradigm, potential relationships between practice and priming are assessed by examining whether effects of practice and priming transfer to a similar set of new conditions (e.g., new stimuli, new S-R mapping, and new mode of response).
To examine transfer of practice effects, participants are typically trained extensively in one condition (A) and later tested in a new condition (B). A complete transfer of practice (i.e., training in Condition A improves performance in a new Condition B as much as it improves performance in Condition A) suggests that practice optimizes a common processing stage that encompasses both Conditions A and B. A poor transfer of practice (i.e., training in Condition A does not improve performance in Condition B) suggests that practice optimizes a processing stage involved in Condition A but not involved in Condition B. A partial transfer (i.e., training in Condition A only partially improves performance in Condition B) suggests that practice optimizes a processing stage primarily involved in Condition A and only partially involved in Condition B. Thus, by choosing Conditions A and B appropriately, properties of the processing stages affected by long-term practice in Condition A can be inferred.
Similarly, processing stages affected by first-order sequential priming can be assessed by considering trial n21 as a practice phase and trial n as a transfer phase. A complete transfer of priming corresponds to the case in which a prior Condition A trial benefits a current Condition B trial as much as it benefits a current Condition A trial. The benefits are measured relative to the cases in which either an A trial or a B trial is preceded by an apparently unrelated C trial (which corresponds to an arbitrary pretraining experience in long-term practice). A poor transfer of priming (from Condition A to Condition B) corresponds to the case in which a prior A trial does not benefit a current B trial (RT for a B trial being the same whether it is preceded by an A trial or by a C trial). A partial transfer corresponds to cases in which a prior A trial benefits a current B trial, but not as much as it benefits a current A trial.
Thus, processing stages affected by long-term practice and sequential priming can be compared by comparing their transfer characteristics under various conditions. This strategy was adopted by Baylis (1991a, 1991b) and Campbell and Proctor (1993) . Familiar symbols (digits, letters, and other keyboard symbols) were assigned to three fingers; the task was simply to flex the correct finger (to press the correct key) upon stimulus presentation. Transfers of long-term practice and sequential priming were examined under various conditions that differed in the following aspects: (1) whether same stimulus categories were consistently mapped to same responses or to different responses and (2) whether category-toresponse mapping, response mapping (e.g., mapping to spatial positions and/or to fingers), mode of response (e.g., vocal vs. manual), and/or surface features of the symbols (e.g., case or color of letters) were preserved or altered at transfer. The overall results suggested that both long-term practice and sequential priming strengthened high-level connections between a category representation (e.g., digits) and an abstract response representation (e.g., left, middle, and right, rather than specific fingers) but also strengthened low-level connections between symbol representations and less abstract response representations (e.g., weakly hand specific). Although longterm practice appeared to strengthen the category-toresponse connections relatively more strongly, whereas sequential priming appeared to strengthen the stimulusto-response connections relatively more strongly, the data were inconclusive.
The transfer results thus suggested that practice and priming primarily affected a common set of behaviorally defined processing stages. In contrast, our present results suggest that practice (scaled by dY learn /dX ) and priming (unconstrained by dY learn /dX ) operate through different mechanisms even if they affect a common set of processing stages. These complementary findings together suggest that each processing stage may possess a separate mechanism for long-term and short-term plasticity.
Finally, if practice-induced decline in sequential priming is not mediated by whatever mechanisms underlie the exponential/power functions of the RT learning curve (see Heathcote et al., 2000, for a review) , what might be causing the gradual reduction of sequential priming over practice sessions? In the case of color combination priming, its slow decay might be due to gradual development of a general mechanism for odd-color detection. Initially, a green target might be detected among red distractors by using a mechanism that detects green against red, whereas a red target might be detected among green distractors using a mechanism that detects red against green. The color combination priming could thus be due to short-term potentiation of specific largescale color-opponent mechanisms. These mechanisms might be mediated by color-tuned cells in V4 with large suppressive surrounds (up to 30º of visual angle), which are responsive to color contrasts (e.g., Desimone & Schein, 1987; Desimone, Schein, Moran, & Ungerleider, 1985) . However, with extensive practice on the task in which red and green targets appear randomly across trials, a more general representation might develop. In this emergent representation, an odd-colored item might be highlighted regardless of whether it is red or green. As the process of target selection becomes more reliant on this general odd-color representation, rather than on color-specific (red-against-green and green-against-red) representations, the color combination priming effects might diminish. Gradual decays of other priming effects we examined, however, cannot be explained as readily by postulating emergent representations. Nevertheless, it might be that gradual reductions in sequential priming in general require development of new representations or processing strategies; otherwise, priming effects might remain unchanged. It would be interesting to investigate this speculation in future research.
To conclude, the present results suggest that the effectiveness of sequential priming (decaying slowly and approximately linearly over practice sessions) is not constrained by changes in the effectiveness of practice over training sessions (exponential/power form of RT learning curves). This dissociation was found for several priming effects presumably influencing different behaviorally defined processing stages (stimulus selection, stimulus property identif ication, and response selection). A plausible interpretation based on the present results and the existing literature is that short-term sequential priming and long-term practice modulate a largely common set of processing stages, but through relatively separate and noninteractive mechanisms. It might be that various processing stages involved in speeded S-R tasks in general possess mechanisms for both short-term and long-term plasticity so that people can take advantage of both short-term and long-term regularity in their behavioral environment.
APPENDIX
We will show that if the overall (observed) RT learning curve consists of linear contributions from the component learning curves (e.g., representing practice effects on individual processing stages), the observed learning curve should reduce its RT faster than the slowest component learning curve and slower than the fastest component learning curve (when learning is measured as proportional reductions in RT).
We assume that the observed RT learning curve, Y(X ), is well approximated by a linear combination (weighted sum) of the component RT learning curves, y i (X )-that is, 
